
Section 1: Rights, the Law and the Legal System in England and Wales
[1.2] The Law 

Section A: Knowledge A01 and A02  Total   / 18

Q1 Case law,  common law, parliamentary legislation, European and 
International law, judge made law

Q6 One deals with minor cases, other serious, one has magistrate and the 
other has judge and jury. Crown court has more severe punishments, 
Magistrates only 6 months prison or £5,000 fine. 

Q2 Rules may apply in certain situations, laws apply everywhere, law 
breakers treated more consistently

Q7 To protect society, prevent anarchy, give people rules to live by,  to 
give justice to people,  protect human rights,  organize and regulate 
behavior, teach people what is right and wrong,  promoting freedoms 
and equality,  safety, fairness

Q3 Assault, theft, murder, rape, speeding, ABH, GBH, arson, 
manslaughter, burglary

Q8 Fair trial/lots of protections provided 
Burden is on the prosecution to prove their case and persuade the jury 
or the magistrate
Jury members are directed by the judge to assume innocence
Jury members are given strict rules not to research the defendants 
background
Media cannot report on certain issues to do with cases 
Defendant does not have to prove their innocence
They have the right to remain silent in police interviews
Cases will only be tried based on the facts presented. 
Jury members will not know about previous 
convictions of the defendant

Q4 Member of a jury, witness, PCSO, help assist police, report crimes, 
magistrate, tribunal member, defendant

Q5 Remain silent, fair trial, prepare a case, give evidence, appeal the 
case, entitled to a solicitor, interpreter, attend a hearing 

Section B: Source Questions  A01 and A02   Total     / 10

Q9a Consent to sex, choose a doctor, drive a moped, have a national insurance 
number, consent to medical treatment, apply for legal aid, etc…

Q9d They are wise, politically aware, learn about politics
Scottish Referendum they were allowed to vote
They pay tax and can fight for the army but cant vote
Teaches them to be more engaged with society
Gives them a say
Fights against apathy
Learn about citizenship in schools, will increase turnout
Impacted by decisions

Q9b Age of criminal responsibility should be raised from 10 to 12
Lowest age of criminal responsibility in the entire EU
They may be offenders but they are still young children

Q9c Right to vote, marry without parental consent, sever on a jury, stand for election 
as councilor or MP, Make a will, view rent or buy 18 films, buy alcohol, buy 
fireworks, cigarettes, place a bet, get a tattoo  

Section C: Evaluate essay Section A02 and A03  /12 

1-3 Opinion based only
Lack of knowledge
Simple points only 

Example essay ideas
No
*Ten-year-olds barely know the difference between 
right and wrong, let alone legal or illegal
*It is shameful that the UK has the lowest age of
criminal responsibility in the EU
*Refusing to imprison children is a worthwhile measure
of civilised societies, which Britain should adopt
*Many legal rights aren’t granted until children are 
older (Source A) yet we expect them to be responsible
in the eyes of the law

Yes
*Children who commit the most serious crimes should
not be allowed to get away with it
*Raising it could remove a useful deterrent to would-be
law-breakers
*By 10, children do know the difference between right
and wrong, so they should be held legally responsible 
for their actions
*Refer to Source B – Children’s Commissioner
*Refer to the James Bulger case and why it was
lowered. UN suggest we higher it. We have youth
courts to deal with them.

4-6 PEE Paragraph used
One side explained in detail / or both 
briefly explained
Some SPAG errors
Basic knowledge of issue and basic 
evaluation (1-2 arguments made)

7-9 Good written communication
Paragraphs and PEE Used throughout
Both points of view explained and 
supported by evidence /example/ 
sources (2-3 arguments each side)
Own opinion well justified

10-
12

Excellent written communication
Wide range of key terminology used 
Convincing, accurate and relevant points 
made throughout
Discussion is well balanced , thorough 
and effective (3-4 Arguments each side)
Answer is explicitly focused on the 
question
Thorough and detailed evaluation

GRADING 
BOUNDARIES

Grade Score

9 >38+

8 36+

7 31+

6 27+

5 23+

4 19+

3 15+

2 11+

1 7+

0 <7

Target Grade:

Grade Achieved:

Marks off the next 
grade:

Score Achieved:

/ 40



Feedback for end of unit assessment

WWW ACTION POINTS

You are able to identify various key terms You need to revise the following terms….

You are able to give detailed explanation when needed Ensure you take the time to read what the question is 
asking you for and check that your answer it directly 

You attempted every question When writing an extended response include paragraphs 
and lay out your work in PEE Format

You were able to use the source to help you answer 
questions

Re-Read the sources and use these to help answer your 
source based questions

You are able to support and argue against statements with 
clear concise arguments of your own 

Respond to all teacher comments and feedback located on 
your exam paper

You are able to write a balanced argument considering 
both point of view

Using the ‘example answers’ provided please pick 3-4 
questions and improve them 

You are able to read the questions carefully and interpret 
what the examiner is looking for

Add 1 / 2 / 3 More arguments for / against in the section C 
essay which are supported with specific examples

You have accurate SPAG and a good level of fluency in your 
written communication

Use more subject specific vocabulary in your extended 
responses 

Explain the revision you completed for this assessment: What can you do to improve your assessment result next 
time?
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RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
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Q1 Topic: 2

Q2 Topic: 1

Q3 Topic: 1

Q4 Topic: 3

Q5 Topic: 1

Q6 Topic: 1

Q7 Topic: 1

Q8 Argue against point of view 8

Q9 Source based questions 10

Q10 Evaluate essay 12

TOTAL 40

PERCENTAGE % Grade: 

WWW: AP:
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